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INTRODUCTION

The Advanced Communication Technology Satellite (ACTS) was launched on the 12th of September 1993 aboard STS-51. All events since that time have proceeded as planned with user operations commencing on December 6th, 1993. ACTS is a geosynchronous satellite designed to extend the state of the art in communication satellite design and is available to experimenters on a "time/bandwidth available" basis. The ACTS satellite requires the advance scheduling of experimental activities based upon a complex set of resource, state, and activity constraints in order to ensure smooth operations. This paper describes the software system developed to schedule experiments for ACTS.

DOMAIN DESCRIPTION

ACTS is a next generation communication satellite that incorporates three main technical gains: Demand Assigned Multiple Access - Time Division Multiple Access (DAMA-TDMA) with very small (0.3") hopping spot beam antennas, use of Ka Band (30/20 GHz), and onboard processing. The DAMA-TDMA beam-hopping network allows multiple geographically distributed users to access the satellite virtually simultaneously with smaller aperture antennas. On-board processing allows rain-fade alleviation algorithms to be added to the communication path since the Ka band is more susceptible to attenuation by rain. Very high data rates are possible in the Ka band, these rates can approach 800 megabits per second.

The ACTS scheduling system considers a large amount of information from both experimental and operational activities during the scheduling process. This information is classified into four categories: activity, calendar, resource, and state constraints. Activity constraints encompass the requests for duration, terminal usage, bandwidth, rain-fade type, and terminal spot beam location. Calendar constraints include predetermined events such as eclipses of the satellite and planned maintenance. Resources include both the bandwidth constraints for each spot beam and the bandwidth requested by the experimenters. The processors onboard ACTS allow 31 possible configuration "states" connecting uplink beams to the processors then to the downlink beams. Each experimenter requires a subset of these states to successfully complete their experiment.

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

The entire scheduling process begins with a database of user requests. Requests are then individually scheduled by the human
scheduling expert with the aid of the ACTS Scheduler. The generated schedules represent a valid, conflict free set of events that satisfy experimenters' requests. These events are then output in a timeline format that details hour-by-hour events on the satellite. Information is sent through the database which adds domain specific knowledge for configuring the satellite. Configuration orders are then sent to the ACTS Master Control Center to be uplinked to the satellite. This process is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Complete Scheduling Process

SCHEDULING PROCESS

The ACTS Scheduler is a resource-based experiment scheduler [Biefeld 1990, Johnston 1989]. The major resource constraints are classified as capacity (non-depletable) resources which model communication bandwidth. The resource hierarchy must also include parent children relations. A value subscribed to a child resource must also be subscribed to the parent resource, and so on. Because each experiment is usually unrelated to others via temporal relations, temporal precedence constraints are not needed to model the domain of ACTS. Each experiment may request multiple runs, therefore, the ACTS Scheduler must be able to represent multiple instances of an activity. Each of these instances may also be slight variations on the original experiment to meet time and/or bandwidth constraints during the time frame of the instance.

Schedules are generated in a human-computer interactive paradigm within the confines of a constructive scheduling framework. For reasons that are too detailed to completely justify in this paper, automated scheduling 'rules' are neither necessary nor feasible for inclusion in the ACTS Scheduler. The rules needed for automated scheduling are both difficult to capture and constantly varying. For these reasons, a human-computer interactive paradigm was chosen to generate schedules. In this paradigm, the computer performs all of the computationally intensive valid interval calculations, resource updates, activity instance tracking, while the humans perform the functions that require heuristic knowledge [Fox 1992].

A constructive scheduling framework can be defined in the following manner. The initial schedule is free of constraint violations, being either empty or populated with activities that as a whole violate no constraints. Considering the initial case, the constructive method generates a schedule by 1) choosing an activity to schedule, 2) finding all possible temporal periods that the activity can be placed without violating any constraints, 3) deciding one temporal location to place the activity, and finally, 4) updating all the constraints affected by the activity. This four step process is repeated until either activities can no longer be placed on the schedule (without constraint violations) or no more unscheduled activities exist. In a fully automated scheduling system, items 1 and 3 are the functions that requires heuristic knowledge, while items 2 and 4 require a meticulous and time consuming search and data consistency effort. Items 1 and 3 are often times domain specific, while items 2 and 4 are more generic across multiple scheduling problems. The basis of the joint human computer effort is the split of items 1 and 3 to the responsibility of the human, while items 2 and 4 are the responsibility of the scheduling software.
Three extremely difficult representation problems exist within the ACTS scheduling project: unconventional resource hierarchies, multiple admissible state constraints, and context dependent overhead. Resource hierarchies are addressed in many commercial scheduling packages, but with a very limited scope. For example, consider a construction scheduling problem where 4 electricians, 3 plumbers, and 2 carpenters are working. In this case, a total of 9 workers are being consumed, the sum of the three specific technical areas. This concept is called conjunctive inheritance. In the ACTS scheduling project, a type of inheritance named maximal disjunctive is defined. The resource usage of the parent is defined as the value of the single largest resource user of its children. For example, if three activities were using 4, 3, and 2 units of a maximally disjunctive resource (which have a common parent), only 4 units would need to be subscribed to the parent resource. These two inheritance types are described in Figure 2.

A boolean inheritance is also defined. For each child that consumes a non-zero amount, a value of one (1) is subscribed to the parent. The maximal disjunctive inheritance type is used in the ACTS uplink channels when multiple communication frequencies overlap within the processing equipment onboard. The boolean inheritance is used to allocate overhead during the sharing of ground terminals.

State constraints are among the most difficult of problems within scheduling. The difficulty stems from the fact that state constrained variables have a temporal cost of transformation from one value to another. In the ACTS scheduling problem, an additional caveat is added, one that I call multiple admissible state constraints. A request for a conventional state constrained variable is in the form Activity 'a' requests Resource 'r' to be in State 's'. The multiple admissible state constraints in ACTS can be stated in the form Activity 'a' requests Resource 'r' to be in one of the States (s₁, s₂, ..., sₙ). This adds a host of complications in the representation and reasoning about state resources.

The most unconventional of the constraints in the ACTS scheduler is the context dependent overhead. Since ACTS uses time-division multiplexing, requests for communication bandwidth are actually converted to time slots on the satellite. An activity not only needs multiples of these time-slots, but an overhead amount based upon the number, location, and type of terminals concurrently operating. The rules governing overhead dependency based upon number, location, and type of terminals concurrently operating are not straightforward. Because of the nature of these rules, it is very difficult to incrementally add the correct amount of overhead to the schedule. Therefore, two sets of resource usages are kept, conventional usage and overhead usage. When modifications are made to the schedule, the overhead is recomputed from scratch. If the overall resource usage is needed, these two numbers are simply summed. Another difficulty arises from the fact that the overhead has a temporal extent unrelated to the activity duration. In particular, the overhead allocated to an activity must have a temporal extent that spans the duration between state changeovers.
CURRENT WORK

Operations of the scheduling system started on December 6, 1993. Operations of the satellite have ramped up from checkout phase to an operational phase. During the first few months of operations, a multitude of minor modifications and additions have been completed. All of these additions have been requested by the customer in order to either make the scheduling process run more smoothly or to more correctly model the domain.

Currently, a Graphical User Interface GUI is being developed and tested. Since the ACTS scheduler was developed on such a tight timescale, only a text-based user interface was initially developed. In order to increase the information transfer to the human scheduler, a graphical representation of timelines, resource usages, and Gantt charts is in development. This will allow the human scheduler to more closely and accurately assess the state of the schedule during the scheduling process.

CONCLUSION

The ACTS scheduling project was undertaken with severe time pressures. The software was essentially written in five months with the additional assistance of previous schedulers being written by the author [Ringer 1991, Ringer 1993]. Without the scheduler to generate valid schedules and output them to generate orders for satellite configuration, operations would not have proceeded as smoothly as they have. The scheduler represents a custom designed piece of software that is unavailable in an off the shelf form. Numerous domain specific constraint types have been modeled to accurately solve the scheduling problem. Most importantly, the scheduling system significantly reduced the time necessary to generate and modify valid experiment schedules for ACTS.
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